1. Introduction. The general study of algebras of operators on Hubert space has led to the investigation of rings of operators, also called W*-algebras or von Neumann algebras. These are self-adjoint, weakly closed algebras of operators which contain the identity. If the center of a ring (center in the algebraic sense) consists only of scalar multiples of the identity, then the ring is a factor. Factors have been studied extensively and divided into types by Murray and von Neumann [5; 6] . In his work on reduction theory [9] , von Neumann has considered the decomposition of a ring with respect to various subalgebras contained in its center. When the subalgebra actually is the center, then the rings making up the decomposition are factors. The question of decomposition with respect to a subalgebra which is not the center of the ring, but is maximal abelian in its commutant, is also of interest. Here, each of the rings in the decomposition is isomorphic to the ring of all bounded operators on some Hubert space [4] . This sort of decomposition is not unique, but rather depends essentially upon the choice of the maximal abelian subalgebra. However, not much is known about these subalgebras, even in the case of a continuous factor of finite type, or a type IL factor.
In this paper we restrict ourselves to the study of approximately finite Hi factors, that is, those which are generated by a sequence of factors 90?" of type I", with 5DîniS2)în2£. • • . (The factor 9)?" is essentially an n by n matrix algebra.) It is proved in [6, §4.7] that all approximately finite factors are algebraically isomorphic, while [6, §1.6] shows that the concept of a subring of a finite factor is purely algebraic. This permits one to obtain general results through specific constructions.
Dixmier has defined three types of maximal abelian subalgebras R in a factor 51, as follows: Let ft (R) = P be the ring generated by ^= j V: VRV* = R, V unitary, V£ 311. Then R is regular if P = 31, R is semi-regular but not regular if P is a factor not equal to 31, and R is singular if P = R. Dixmier has shown the existence of at least one subalgebra of each type in an approximately finite IL factor [2] . Later Pukánszky proved the existence of a countable infinity of singular subalgebras which cannot be pairwise connected by *-automorphisms of the factor [ 7] . Both Dixmier and Pukánszky used groups and group algebras to construct factors. In this paper we use a more straightforward approach. Let 3D?P be the full 2P by 2P matrix algebra over the complex numbers, and jpPy: i,j = 0,1, • • -,2P -11 the matrix units which generate it. Imbed 30?" in 3D?P+1 by letting pPy = p+lE2i,2],+ p+lE2i+l,2j+l. Then Up-_i 2«P = 39? is a *-algebra. If , where ||A|| is a finite number [8, p. 77] . So A is a bounded operator on $ and can be extended to the Hilbert space closure ¿&. Let 31 be the weak closure of 3D?, or the ring generated by 3D?.
The trace can be extended to 21 by continuity and has these properties:
(1) It is a linear functional. (2) Tr(AP) = Tr(PA). (3) If P is a projection, Tr(P) G [0, 1] . It is well known, then, that 21 is a continuous factor of finite type, or a IL factor [ 1; 6] . It also follows directly from the definitions that 21 is approximately finite. In §2 of this paper a simple construction is shown to yield a great variety of maximal abelian subalgebras R of 21. A regular subalgebra is easily identified in §3. For the construction of singular and semi-regular but not regular subalgebras, the matrix units are divided into two orthogonal sets. Those in one set generate P, those in the other are in Px. After presenting an example of a singular subalgebra in §4, the paper proceeds to the construction of an infinite sequence j R" ¡ of semi-regular but not regular subalgebras.
These cannot be pairwise connected by *-automorphisms of 21, since each Rn has a different length, an invariant which is defined thus: For any subring D of 21,9? (D) is the ring generated by the unitaries which leave D invariant, and 5? J(D) = 3? [9? ; '(D) ].
Then R" g9i(RJ = P" g3ft(PJ ^7c2(P") g ... g 3?L(P") -21, where L = length of Rn = re. However, this invariant does not lead to a complete classification of semi-regular subalgebras, and a counter example is presented in §6.
The author would like to express her gratitude to Professor James G. Glimm, her advisor, for the problems and methods he suggested and for the painstaking care with which he surpervised the work of this doctoral thesis. We now proceed to the construction of maximal abelian subalgebras of 21. Following [6] , we call the topology of tú the metric topology.
2.2. Definitions. Let Yp be the abelian subalgebra generated by j pEkk: k = 0,1, • • •, 2P -11. Let E = U p"=iEp, also an abelian subalgebra.
Let [Ut:t = 1,2, •••} be a set of self-adjoint unitaries such that: (1) Ut E 5DÎ,; (2) U, is zero except for 2 by 2 blocks along the main diagonal.
(Note that pEkk commutes with Up+h for h £ 1.) Define Yt= UyU2---Ut.
For each choice of j Ut: t = 1,2, • • ■ ¡, we construct a subalgebra as follows: Let Sp be the subalgebra generated by j pEkk: "Ekk is a generator of Ep and pEhk= YpPEkkYp*]. Let S = UP"=1SP, also a subalgebra (see Lemma 2. On the other hand, Alp' is orthogonal to qEjj for all j, q (by definition of the inner product). Now suppose qEjl is a generator_of S". We can assume q ^ p, because q < p implies S, C Sp. Since J^llô1 pEhkA^plpEkk = 0, it follows that A is orthogonal to S.
Now it is shown in [6, p. 728 ] that weak, strong, and metric closure of a subalgebra of a finite factor coincide. So A is also orthogonal to R, the metric or Hilbert space closure of S in 31.
Theorem 2.5. Let Sp, S, and R be defined as in §2.2. Then R is maximal abelian as a subalgebra of 31.
Proof. We show first that R is abelian. Let pEkk and '£# be projections which generate Sp and S". Assume p 2; q. Then "Ekk% = (YppEkkY*p)(YpqEMY*p) (by Lemma 2.3) = YppEkk"EjjYp = YpqEjjpEkkYp = "E/EkkSince S is an ascending union of abelian algebras, it is abelian. By the standard argument, so is its weak closure R.
Suppose A is in 31, and A commutes with R. There is a sequence A" in 90? which converges strongly to A. By assumption, A is in 21. Since it is in the metric closure of S, a subalgebra of a finite factor, it is also in the weak closure of S [6, p. 728] . Therefore A is in R, and so R is maximal abelian in 21.
3. A regular subalgebra. In this section we exhibit a regular maximal abelian subalgebra in the approximately finite factor 21.
Lemma 3.1. Let E be defined as in §2.2. Let R = E~. Then R is maximal abelian.
Proof. Let U, = / for t = 1,2,3, • • -, so that Yt= I also. Then Theorem 2.5 applies. Proof. Let pE¡k be any matrix unit in 3D?. Define the unitaries Vx = "Ejk + "Ekl + Z "Ess and V2 = »Ejk -"Ekj -Z "Ess-A routine computation shows that Vi and V2 leave E, hence R, invariant. So Vx and V2 are among the generators of 3?(R) = P.
Since pEjk = (1/2)(V^+ V2), any matrix unit in 3D? is contained in P. Hence 3D?" = 21 is contained in P, and so P = 21 and R is regular.
Singular subalgebras.
In this section we establish conditions for a singular maximal abelian subalgebra, and then present an example which satisfies the conditions. 4.1. Definitions. The notation is that of §2.2, with the following restrictions on the unitaries U,: and so P, the ring generated by °y, is contained in R. On the other hand, any ring is generated by its unitaries [ 1, p. 4] , and any unitary in R is in ^, so R C P. Therefore R = P, and so R is singular. This completely specifies any U" if we assign to Un an integer r < n to designate its type. If n > 1, let n = 2s + r, where s = 0,1,2, • • • and 1 z% r ^ 2s. Then we require that U" be of type r. We set Uy = 2", and let r= \p: p = 2', Í = 0,1,...¡. Next suppose r > p. Then pEjk = J), rEj¡k¡, where j¡ = 2r~pj + i and kt = 2r~pk + i, so that ji = ki (mod 2) for all i. Hence Un "Ejk Un= l7"Z¿ rF;¡*¿ Un = ¿¡ rFÄ. = pE]k. So if n > p,Un pEjk Un is equal either to pEjk or to pEjkBn. Straightforward calculation shows that if n>p, then UnpE¡jUn equals "Ej,, so that "Ejj EKQ.lt follows directly that if q G T,q > p, then Uq • • • p£;> Suppose p£;i is such that ;' ?í Ä. Then there exists t = 0,1, • • -, or p -1 such that j^=k (mod2'+I), while j = k (mod 20. Hence j = 2'j0+i and k = 2'k"+i for some j0,k0 such that j0^k0 (mod 2). If p = 2s, take m= 2s + (p -i). Clearly Hp-(^2S, so Um is of type p -t. Then t/m "£,* L/m = Um p-'EJoio pEik p-'E^0 Um = "Ejk Bm, so pEjk G K0. The preceding shows that pEjk £ K0 if and only if j = A. Also, we see that if j ¿¿ k, then the alternate condition (i.e., condition (2)) of §4.1 is satisfied. If q E T, q > p, then j ^ k implies Uq ■ ■ ■ pEjk ■■■ Uq = £ «re qE" with r^s, so that qErs £ K0. Thus the final condition of §4.1 is verified. Therefore Theorem 4.4 applies and R is singular.
5. An infinite sequence of semi-regular subalgebras. In this section we construct an infinite sequence of semi-regular subalgebras which cannot be pairwise connected by *-automorphisms of 31. 5.1. Definitions.
Throughout this section we regard n= 1,2,3, ••• as fixed. Let r = \p: p = (2c + l)n, c = 0,1,2, ■■■}, an infinite set of positive integers. If pElk is such that p ET, then pEik is in some set Ky, where 7 = 0, 1, • • -, or 2" -1. Let Sé\ be the class containing all the sets Ky.
Let ©" be the set of all ra-tuples (ai,a2, ••■,a"), where ak = 0 or 1. This is a commutative group under the operation of coordinate-wise addition (mod 2). Define a function <j> from^n to ©" as follows: If y = £Lia*2n~\ then <b(Ky) = (ax, ■ ■ -,ak, ■ ■ -,a"). If we define an operation ® on 5£" by the rule that Ka®Ks= Ks if and only if <b(Ka) + <b(Kß) = <b(Kt), then <b is an isomorphism of^" onto ®n (with respect to these two operations).
We determine the set Ky in which "Eik is contained as follows: For any index i (0 = i £ 2{2c+l)n -1), let i =^2c=o¿r2m, an expansion to the base 2\ Then 0 ^ ir ^ 2" -1, so that ir = ¿î_,rt2"-* and (r" ■ • .,rb • ■ -,rn)
where the addition is coordinate-wise (mod 2), so that A(¿) £®". Define K(pEik) = 4>'l[A(i) + A(k)] to be the set Ky containing pEik. Lemma 5.2. Suppose p £ r, "Eih £ Ka and pEhkEKä. Then pEikE K" <g> P" = K"-<8> Ka. Also, K("EJ = K(PEJ. Definition 5.6. Let R, j {/,: f = 1,2,3, -} be constructed as in §2.2, and let P0 be defined as in §5. 1. If pEikEK0 (per) implies Up+kpEik Up+h = pEik for all A ^ 1, then R has property A. Lemma 5.7 . Suppose that R Aas property A. Let V be a unitary in SD?P (p ET) such that Vlp| = Z ± Pj^«> ^Aere pPre is ¿re P0 ared íAe sigres are arbitrary. Then V leaves R invariant. Then P is a factor.
Proof. Suppose E E P, E commutes with everything in P, £^0 or ai. Since RCP and R is maximal abelian, we must have E£R.
Since E commutes with E* and hence is normal, it has a spectral resolution, and its spectral projections also commute with P. So without loss of generality, we can suppose E itself is a projection. metrically to V such that if Vm£ 2ttp (p £ r), Vlpl= ¿a^ pP"i wiíA PP"¿, £P0. Then P = P(if0).
Proof. The collection of all unitaries V which have the form required in Lemma 5.7 is sufficient to generate &0, hence R(Sa^. Therefore R(Sé'o) E POn the other hand, if V E a^, then V is in the metric closure of the subalgebra generated by the set 3CÜ, and hence V is in its weak closure R(&0).
Thus P £ P(ifo), and so P = R(5é'0). wiiA P(a,6) £^, where 0 g j < k, then P£ R(5fj). Proof. Suppose p G r, "EikEK0. If "E0,iEKg and pF0,tG KT, then K8 ® Ko = Ky implies ß = y.
(i) Suppose h = 1,2, • • • ,2n. Then it is evident from Definition 5.14 that Up+h pEik Up+h = Up+h pEu pEik pEkk Up+h = pEik.
(ii) Suppose h = 2íra'-f-1, 2tn -f 2, • • -, 2tn + 2n for any positive integer t. Now "Fa = £ p+2tnEiit)+aMt)+a, where t(t) = 2a"», *(t) = 2*%, and the sum is over a = 0,1, •• •,22m -1. A straightforward calculation based on §5.1 and the properties of ($" shows that each term of this sum is in K0-If we let p' = p + 2tn E r, h' = 1,2, • • -, 2n, then we can apply part (i) to this situation, and conclude that Up+h pEik Up+h = pEik for all h ^ 1. We recall that-^o = {K0\, and that if KyE^¡ for ; è 1, then Ky ¿¿ K0.
Thus Lemma 5.20 is an explicit statement of the final condition of §4.1.
Theorem 5.22. Let R" be constructed as in Definition 5.14. Then R" is semi-regular but not regular.
Proof. Let P" = ft(R"). Since R" has property A (Lemma 5.15), Theorem 5.8 shows that P" is a factor. Because of Lemma 5.21, Theorem 5.10 applies toR", and P" = P(5f0)-But n ^ 1 and R(Sf0) g R(Sêx) £ 31 (by Corollary 5.13), so P" = R(Sé'o) 5^31. Therefore R" is semi-regular but not regular.
We now proceed to show that if 6 is a *-automorphism of 31 and nx ?± n2, then we cannot have 0(Rni) = Rw¿. For the rest of this section we assume { U,: t = 1,2, • • • j constructed as in Definition 5.14. A similar argument gives the other term.
If Ky E%k-2, then Ky E-A for some i z% k -2. Now p+2nE^r+t = p+2nEHr,0,0)it,0,2n-k+1)).
So by Lemma 5.5, Kir",t" + ir) E^k-iIf KyE^k-i, then p+2nFr.+I,r+ir = p+2nE((r,0,2n-*+1)(i,0,2',-*+1)) implies that K(r" + *,f* + x) E-^k-x, again by Lemma 5.5. Up+l(l^l).
Case 1. KyE^k-2-Suppose s is such that K(r,s) and K(s,t) are both in yVk. The summand corresponding to this s includes the term «"¡«is Ck(y) X p+2"Pr,c+" according to Lemma 5.25 , which also asserts that this matrix unit is contained in a set of ~^k-\. Consider the summands corresponding to other s. The only possible way for them to yield something not orthogonal to a matrix unit in yVk_l would be to have K(r,s)E^k-\ and K(s,t) E*£k-2 (or vice versa), since Pt(s)'p+2n' is a sum of matrix units in P0.
But then P(r,<) G-A-i, contradicting P(r,i) = KyE&k-2-Hence Z'f^o1 «,*«* Ck(y) p+2nErr+" gives the desired Q(r, f)lp+2nl. Case 2. KyE^K~i-Again suppose s is such that P(r,s), P(s,i)G-^*-
The summand for this s includes the term areâ0Ct (7) p+2nEr+,r+" according to Lemma 5.25 , and again this matrix unit is in a set ofyf/k_1. So summands for other s's can yield something not orthogonal to it only if K(r,s) G-^»-i and P(s,f) E^h-2 (or vice versa). But Lemma 5.26 assures us that these summands cannot have entries in row r" + v, column t" + w.
Hence ZT~ol «^C^y) p+2nP^+,r+, gives the desired Q(r, i)[p+2nl. 5.28. Suppose A ^ 2, W and (r, t) as in Lemma 5.27, and q>p (p, gGT) (ii) (The outer summation is over pairs (r, t) such that Kir, t) E&k-u since Kir,s), Kis,t) E-^k) Fix p from here on. by Lemma 5.20 . Now if K¡,KyEA and K»e#,--i, then P;® P"< §> Ky E^j-u calculating by means of the isomorphism of §5.1. So each matrix unit of the product is in a set of ^,~i, and V2Tm V2* G P(-^-i).
Corollary
Since V2
is fixed, V2 Tm V* converges strongly to V2 T V*, which is then also in Ä(5i;-i). Therefore V2 G 9/.
But the collection of all unitaries which have the form of either Vx or V2 is sufficient to generate R(&) (see Definition 5.9) , and so R(Sé'j) ER(nOn the other hand, R(%) E R(&ji by Lemma 5.30 , and therefore P(^) = *(#,).
Theorem 5.32. With R" constructed as in Definition 5.14, let L = length ofRn be as in §1. TAere L(Rn) = re.
Proof. P" is a factor, R" is abelian and R"5¿ \al}, and so R"f¿ P".
To show: yiJ(Pn) = R(&j) for ; ^ 0. (i) By Lemmas 5.15 and 5.21 and License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use by Lemma 6.3. But Ky® X0® Ky = K0, and so each matrix unit in this product is in K0, and VyTm V* G P(^o). Since VyTmV* converges strongly to VyT V*, this is also in Ri5f0), and Vy leaves P' invariant.
But the collection of all unitaries which have the form of Vy (for 7 = 0, 1,2, and 3) is sufficient to generate Ri$a2) (see Theorem 5.10), and RiS£2) = 21. Therefore 21 = P(if2) C 9t(P'), and W(P') = 21. Lemma 6.7 . Let Ry be as in Definition 5.14, R' as in Definition 6.1. Then there cannot exist a *-automorphism 0 of 21 such that 0(R') = Ri, although L(R') = LÇRy) = 1.
Proof. We show first that there cannot exist a ^-automorphism 0 of 21 such that 0(P') = Pi. The invariant is the fact that the product of two operators which are in P^ is always in PÛ sing the definitions of §5.1 and Definition 5.4 for n = 2, let Sx and S2 be in 9KP (p G r) with Mp| = pFo*(X(a,6)G^i) and S^ ='E^iKic.d) E-A). ThenSW = (SySjw = 2XPFTO (K(u,v) G^). So Sy,S2, and SyS2 = S3 are all in Ri^0)± = P'±-Let 0 be a *-automorphism of 21, and suppose 0(¿>¡) = T¡ for t = 1,2, or 3. Then T¡G2l, so ||T,-|| < oe. By [3] , we can choose a sequence Tif G 9ft converging strongly to T, with ||T¿J| z% ||T¡||. We now use §5.1 and Definition 5.4 with n = l. If Tiy E SW¡ (q E r), let T;l?l = P£l + X£\ where P,]'1 = Zp» "Fjk (K(j, k) E&o) and X^ -¿,a «¿" (X(r,s) 6-^9-Then P¿v G Pi and X^ G P/, so each of these sequences is Cauchy in the metric topology. Lemma 5.29 depends only on the definitions of §5.1 and Definition 5.4 and hence applies here. So|| PJ | £\\T¡\\ and||X¡J| g2||T,||, and by [6, p. 723] each of these sequences is also Cauchy in the strong topology. Hence P,r has a strong limit P,G21, X^ a strong limit X.G21, with P¡ E Pi and X, G Pi".
By uniqueness of limits, 0(S,) = P + X" and so 0_1(P¿) + 0_1(X¡) = S¡ G P,x. Assume that 0(P') = Pi. Then 01(Pi) = P') so that 0_1(P,)GP/, which implies 0-'(P) =0. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
